
Scoring with GameChanger 
Ball in Play Guidelines 
Santa Cruz Little League 
 
These guidelines cover the choices the scorekeeper has to make after a batter puts a ball in play 
(including a foul ball that a fielder makes a play on). 
 
Remember to start by thinking about what happened to the batter, and deal with the 
baserunners after that.  
 
From the Pitch menu, choose Ball in Play and then ask yourself these questions. 
 

1. How did the ball come off the bat?  
Choose one of the following six descriptions from the first menu: 

a. Ground Ball:  Ball bounces along the ground in the infield. 
b. Hard Ground Ball: Ground ball is hit sharply enough to reach the outfield grass. 
c. Fly Ball: Ball is hit high in the air to the outfield. 
d. Line Drive: Ball is hit sharply in the air on a line (or shallow arc). 
e. Bunt: Batter squares around and bunts the ball (i.e., does not take a full swing). 
f. Pop Fly: Ball is hit high in the air to the infield. 

 
2. Is the batter out at first? 

If so, choose Out at 1st or Batter Out.  
 
For balls in the air (Fly Balls, Line Drives, and Pop Flies), you then specify whether the 
catch was made in fair or foul territory. Then you tap the fielder who made the catch 
and click the white Done button. 
 
For ground balls, you tap the fielder who fielded the ball, then tap the fielder who 
covered first base, and then click Done.  
 
For bunts, you choose Sac Bunt if another runner advanced on the play. You choose Out 
at 1st (NoSac) if the fielders played it like a ground ball and no runners advanced. You 
choose Pop Out if a fielder caught it on the fly.  
 

3. Did the fielder’s get another baserunner (e.g. the lead runner) out instead of making a 
play at first base? 
 
If so, you should choose Fielder’s Choice. Then tap the fielders who were involved in the 
play and click Done. Then you’ll have to specify which baserunner is out. GC will 
automatically put the batter on first base. 
 
 



4. Did the batter reach first base because a fielder made an error? 
 
If so, you should choose Error. Then tap the fielder(s) who were involved in the play and 
click Done. You will be prompted to choose which fielder made the error. 
 
Remember that an error is a physical mistake on a routine play for the level of the team. 
Examples of errors are: a pop up or fly ball hits the fielder’s glove and falls out, a fielder 
bobbles an easy ground ball or lets it go under his glove, a fielder makes a wild throw to 
a base, the ball hits the first baseman in the glove and he fails to catch it.   
 
Mental mistakes are not errors, for example: playing out of position, making a good 
throw to the wrong base, failing to throw the ball at all. 
 
Plays that are not routine are not errors, for example, attempted diving catches, 
attempted double plays, ground balls or fly balls that fielders can’t get to, throws to first 
base that are too late to get the runner. 
 
If you’re not sure, you should give the batter credit for a hit rather than charging an 
error. 
 

5. Which base did the batter reach? 
 
Obviously, if the ball goes over the fence on the fly, that’s a Home Run. Otherwise, your 
choices are Single, Double, Triple, or In-the-park Home Run. Then, you’ll need to drag 
the fielder to the spot where the ball was fielded. 
 
Remember that it is possible for a batter to hit a Single and then advance on a throwing 
error by a fielder. It is also possible for a batter to hit a Single and then be tagged out 
trying to advance to another base. 


